
FAQ's 

A: 

1. Engineered from 100% REAL WOOD  

veneer that is finished with WearMax  - making the planks both DURABLE & 
FLEXIBLE 

4. Environmentally Friendly  

5. Engineered with a SHIPLAP EDGE so the surface behind the planks does not peek 
through regardless of a change in seasons and humidity.  

 

Q: WHAT IS HDF? 

A: Also referred to as hardboard, a high-density fiberboard (HDF) is a type of 
engineered wood product. It's made from wood fiber extracted from chips and pulped 
wood waste. HDF is similar but much harder and denser than particle board or medium 
density fiberboard (MDF). 

Q: WHAT IS VENEER? 

A: Wallplank veneer is a thin decorative covering of fine wood applied to the front face 
and the back face of our environmentally friendly HDF core.  

Q: CAN WALLPLANKS BE INSTALLED IN BATHROOMS? 

A: Wallplanks should not be installed in high humidity areas like saunas and full 
baths.  The product is 100% wood and humidity above 55% could raise the grain 
and expand the planks. Installation in half bathrooms should be fine as long as there is 
not exposure to excessive steam.  

Q: WHAT MAKES THE WALL PLANKS INNOVATIVE /
BETTER THAN OURCOMPETITORS?

2. Engineered with "Wall Flex," an HDF core and completed with a front and back face 

6. Proudly MADE IN THE USA 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0ByXv3tJa9cnqTVRNeDBXb3E0dmc/view
https://www.fromtheforest.com/pages/environmental-responsibility
https://www.fromtheforest.com/


Q: CAN WALLPLANKS BE INSTALLED ON CERAMIC TILE? 

A: Wallplanks can be installed on clean ceramic tile. Waxy, wet, dusty and dirty 
surfaces are the only surfaces that would cause adhesion issues.  

Q: CAN WALLPLANKS BE INSTALLED ON CEILINGS? 

A:  Wallplanks can be installed on ceilings.  Follow the installation instructions that are 
shipped with the product.  Step 11 is for ceilings and indicates to use 18 gauge finish 
nails every 16" on both sides of the plank to further secure the planks to the ceilings.   

Q: CAN WALLPLANKS BE INSTALLED ON FIREPLACE WALLS? 

A:  Follow local code. As long as the immediate surrounding of the fireplace opening is 
nonflammable Wallplanks can be installed on the sides of that, around and above. 

Q: CAN I  HANG MIRRORS AND ARTWORK ON THE WALLPLANKS? 

A:   Wallplanks are not load bearing. Wall Décor like mirrors, pictures, shelves can be 
mounted by drilling through the Wallplanks provided the underlying wall provides 
sufficient support (i.e. wall studs). Use proper hardware to install any wall décor. 

Q: CAN WALLPLANKS BE INSTALLED OVER WALLPAPER?  

A:  

Clean, Smooth, well-adhered wallpaper: This can be a base for Wallplanks. The 
installer must make sure the wallpaper is clean and firmly bonded to the wall before 
applying the wallplanks to the wallpaper. 

Embossed wallpaper: The adhesive on the back of the wallplanks is 1/32" thick. If the 
embossing on the wallpaper raises out more than that it is possible that the Wallplanks 
adhesion will be interrupted every time it goes over the embossing. This could result in 
less than a firm bond. The installer will need to test bond strength with several 
Wallplanks to ensure adhesive bond strength to the embossed wallpaper before 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0ByXv3tJa9cnqR3ZlRkpIY2tJTm8/view


proceeding with the entire installation. If bond strength is not sufficient, the wallpaper 
will have to be removed prior to installing the wallplanks. 

Textured wallpaper: should be removed and the base wall cleaned with trisodium 
phosphate ( TSP) before installing Wallplanks.  To remove wallpaper there are 
steamers or wallpaper removal solutions available. These items plus the TSP 
cleaner are available in hardware stores or home centers 

Q: SUB WALLS ARE TO BE FLAT, DRY, STRUCTURALLY SOUND 
AND CLEAN PRIOR TO INSTALLING WALLPLANKS.   DEFINE DRY? 

A:  Moisture content of the sub-wall that is plywood or drywall should not exceed 
11% using a pin-style meter.  If sub wall is concrete or cinder block it should be dry 
using an ASTM 1869-89 Calcium Chloride test with the moisture content not exceeding 
2.0 lbs. Concrete or block should also be primed or painted prior to installation for tape 
adhesion. 

Q:  WHAT IS THE RADIUS THE BOARDS CAN FLEX? 

A:  Wallplank boards have a built-in feature called "Wall Flex" that helps each board to 
contour to slightly out of flat walls.  The product is not designed to flex around 
or over architecturally contoured or curved walls. 

Q:  WILL THE PLANKS HOLD UP IN HIGH HUMID LOCATIONS LIKE 
LAKE COMMUNITIES WITHOUT WARPING OR CHANGING? 

A:  Wallplanks are made from 100% wood and are designed for interior installations 
only. For best long-term performance permanent HVAC should be on and maintained 
with a relative humidity to the home or business between 30-55% for a minimum of 14 
days prior to installation as well as during and after installation. If you suspect a change 
in humidity, allow ¼” expansion space for every 10’ of the wall on all sides. 

Q:  ARE THE COLORS ON THE PLANKS THE TRUE COLORS THAT 
COME FROM THE WOOD? 



Q:  WHY DO SOME OF MY WALLPLANKS LOOK LIKE THEY HAVE 
THE SAME PATTERN? 

A:  On most Wallplank sku's there can be some pattern repeat in about every 16th 
board. 

veneer leaves a grain pattern that repeats. In addition, the staining process we are 
using to create color variation and saw marks can also repeat on every 12-16 boards. 
We do have a system in our production process to minimize the natural pattern repeat 
in the same carton but cannot eliminate the issue completely. For that reason, 
the Installation Instructions indicate that the planks should be "dry laid" prior to 
permanent installation.  

Q:  WHAT IS THE AVERAGE LENGTH OF A WALLPLANK? 

A:  Wallplanks come in lengths anywhere between 12"-48" with over 80% of the boards 
in a carton being the full 48" length.  

A: Pending infused stain process done to recreate the renditions of the reclaimed or exotic 
wood designs. Real Hardwood veneers are used for the texture and to give authenticity 
to the design. All other 11 SKUs are all traditionally stained hardwood veneers.

Reason: When we slice the veneer, the machine used to slice the 

https://www.wallplanks.com/products/back-country-pine-wood-walls
https://www.wallplanks.com/products/farm-fresh-white-pine-wood-walls
https://www.wallplanks.com/products/natural-zebra-wood-walls
https://www.wallplanks.com/products/normandy-oak-wood-walls
https://www.fromtheforest.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0ByXv3tJa9cnqR3ZlRkpIY2tJTm8/view

